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A�er their first two albums “Give All You Got” and “No Mumbo 
Jumbo”, Back to Basic proudly presents album number three 
aptly �tled “Not Over Yet”. 

“Not Over Yet” contains nine powerful tracks but for now “One Word” 
and “I Don't Care About You” have received most ‘likes’ from our fans.

The unique husky voice of Theo Braams gives “Not Over Yet” the 
finishing touch and defines the band's vibe. Like its predecessors, 
“Not Over Yet” has the nostalgic Back to Basic blue-eyed soul sound.  

It goes without saying that with “Not Over Yet” the sound of Back to Basic 
has evolved , but the feel and the ambiance of “Leave Me Alone”, the 
band's breakthrough single, is s�ll clearly present. 

Back to Basic consists of eight musicians who've earned their spurs and 
who've been involved in live performances and recordings by ar�sts such 
as Joe Cocker, Rodger Hodgson (Supertramp), Ilse DeLange, Anouk, Thé Lau, 
Barry Hay and George Kooijmans, the Eurovision Song Contest & Boudewijn 
de Groot, to name a few.

“...for me this is no doubt the best album Back to Basic 
has ever released. And that's saying a lot..”

ocor61.blogspot.com  

The band's musical style can best be described as funky 
and soulful with an edge. Back to Basic are compared 
with similar ar�sts like Tower of Power & Blood 
Sweat & Tears. 
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“..Not Over Yet, 
such an excellent album! 

great songs, well 
arranged and produced... 

and Theo's voice...
 Magnificent!..” 

HenkJan Smits
Producer, presenter

You took a piece from my heart and it won't grow back

You tore it apart and now that scar is a fact

All the lies I've been sold, they cut clean to the bone 

there's a price to be paid 'cause you know 

When you walked out, I went down but I broke the fall

I crawled back , on my feet now, but you can't have it all

You , I don't care about you, I don't think about you

You , I don't care if your house burns down and your hair's on fire

You , I don't care about you, I don't sing about you

I don't care if your car breaks down in the middle of nowhere, 

in the middle of nowhere

I Don't Care Abo
ut You
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